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After an accident on an industrial farm unhinges two young brothers from reality, they are guided

through a weird and wonderful journey by Xolo, the Aztec's mythological protector of souls. Follow

the brothers through a typical day, from their arrival at an industrial tobacco farm bussed in with

others early in the morning, throughout their grueling chores and ultimately to the event that drops

them into the realm of the Xolo.The book is wordless, employing vibrant full-color art and bold

compositions to convey a realistically unreal world, which has become a hallmark of Benton's

work.Gregory Benton received the Society of Illustrators inaugural MoCCA Award of Excellence for

his critically acclaimed wordless book B+F. Smoke is another column in the lore of that universe.
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It's pretty easy to find a comic or graphic novel with great artwork, but a comic or graphic novel with

both a great STORY and art is a rare find, and a great achievement on the part of the author/artist.

To do this wordlesslyâ€”so that people all around the world, in every culture and at every age can

read itâ€”is an even greater accomplishment.I picked up my copy at SPX 2015, and for me, Gregory

Benton's Smoke was the comic convention's humble but brilliant jewel. Benton paints his story with

a quiet magical realism that tells a story of the fate of two boys who work on a tobacco farm. The

skeletal spirit-dog from Benton's earlier book, B&L, appears in this story too, but Smoke does not

read as a sequel. That said, each book does enrich the reader's understanding of the spirit-dog's

character and the role it might play in Benton's cosmos of the imagination. The story is original and



refreshing, and yet so simple that it reads like the legend of a placeâ€”or a family storyâ€”but what

moves me most about it is how Benton has woven the outer and inner life of the two boys into one

beautiful narrative fabric. It's remarkable how well Benton has done this, leaving wide spaces

between the panels for each reader to put the tale together in their own wayâ€”and yet all who have

noticed the cluesâ€”picked up the breadcrumbs he has dropped along the wayâ€”will find Smoke's

conclusion so marvelous and yet unexpected. Smoke show's Benton's mastery of the elements of

setup and payoff.As mentioned in an earlier review, the reader must study the images on each page

of Smoke slowly and carefully. Don't be afraid to flip back to earlier pages to grasp the fullness of

how the story unfolds.
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